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From 25 to 27 September 1991 the first international
conference on PCTE was held in the Hague (see [l] fø
the chairman's personal view). This rcTE '91 conference
was the first inæmational conference solely dedicaæd o
PCTE. It was supported by the th¡ee main organisations
involved in PCTE : ECMA TC33, IEpG TA-13 and
PIMB. The conference was organised by the TNO
Physics and Elecronics laboraory.

PCTE '91 showed that PCTE is gaining wide
âcceptance. This was not only illustrated by the large
number of attendees (about 160 from l6 countries in
Europe, North America and Asia), but also by

making of PCTE. Tt¡e conference consisted of three days,
anch targeted at a different audience. The fust day was
lårgeted at decision makers, the second at application
builders, and rhe ¡hird at tml builders.

DAY ONE. DECISION MAKERS

On the first day, the Decision-Makers' Day, the
conference was opened by P. Spohr, Director of TNO-
FEL. In tlre opening add¡ess he distinguished th¡ee kinds
of open systems : Proprietary (P rype), De faco (D type)
and Sønda¡dis€d (S type). PCTE clearly is an S type of
open s)'stem. Apart from fhe advantages open systems
offer a user, P. Spolu also idenrified several (sometimes
forgotten) advantages open systems offer a supplier : less
risk at product int¡oduction, broader base or larger initial
market, and stability his ralk by
sfating the user re ed from a
discussion abour rhe CASE tool
at TNO-FEL. The requirements were : porrability of tools,
similarity of user interfaces, support for different
methods, interoperability of ools, and team support.

The organisations behind PCTE presented their
motivations to support PCTE related programmes.
Myer Morron, chairman of ECMA TC33, divided rhe
road PCTE is traversing towards international
standardisarion into four sreps. The final step, ISO
stândardisaúon, will be taken fast, but only if there is
enough support for rhis within ISO. According to Myer
Morron, PCTE is now being applied to real problems.
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Evidence of this is the recent MST decision to use tIæ'
ECMA PCTE specification as rhe basis for the
development of an integrared set of ISEE PTI sta¡rdards
(see t2l for mo¡e derail on this). This will have a g€at
impact for the availability and rake-up of PCTE by US
develqers.

Brian Gladman, chairman of IEPG TA-13, outlined rhe
defence requirements for sarting the PCTE+ progzrmme.
Since it is felt ¡l¡ese requirements are fully mer by ECMA
PCTE, there now is an international PTI standard
supporting also the defence softwa¡e engineering needs
(see t3l for his opinion on this).

Robert Cochran, chairman of the PPG, described the
work of the PIMB as well as tha¡ of rhe PpG. The pIMB
has been mainly involved in building rhe PCTE
community ; the PPG is promoring PCTE øke-up. Early
in l99l the Terms of Reference of the pIMB were
changed radic¿Il., : the PIMB is now open to all inærested
panies (se¿ t4] for more informarion). As the chairman of
the promotional g¡oup Robert Cochran ended his ralk yi¡f¡
two slogans : 'PCTE is now the standard Open
Repository" and "PCTE is herc, is in use, is endorsed, is
available, is contrrolled".

David Talbot, CEC DG XIII, TII&I and Esprit,
sketched the European Community's involvement in
PCTE related programmes. Furhermore, he identified
what is needed for PCTE øke-up. According to David
Talbot non-technology issues are currently of major
importance, e.g. confidence in supply, back-up
capabilities, choice of implementations, and ease of
buying.

In the session on Industrial PCTE Strategy, major
platfrrn supplien revealed their PCTE straregy.

Luciano Vernocchi of Digital Equipment sketched rhe
Cohesion strategy and the advantages obtained by
incorporating PCTE within Cohesion. Wirhin Cohesion,
presentation integration is obtained using OSF Motil
control inægration is provided by tt¡e use of Applicarion
Architecture Se¡vices (ACAS) as proposed by rhe OMG,
and daø integration is obtained by the use of Data
Servers, which are applications registered in ACAS.
These servers provide a single, uniform interface for tools
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to access different repositories. Currently, târgeted
repositories are CDD/Reposiory (ATIS) and PCTE.

George Tatgé of Hewlett Packard stated that HP
endorses the use of ECMA PCTE as the open repositøy
stânda¡d fq CASE frameworks. HP plans to implemen!
the Control Integration Standard on PCTE. For this
development, projects are now being staffed at Forr
Collins, an HP product division.

Germain Sagols of IBM outlined the Open Entreprisc
application development. \ilithin it, AD/Cycle on an
enterprise þvel, and AIX on a departmental level, play a
central role. ECMA PCTE 149 is among the standa¡ds to
be used in AIX ; in the area of data integration. Germain
Sagols søæd that IBM supports PCTE as a cenral effon
for srandardising CASE environm ents.

In this session on Industrial Strategy, Phil Thornley of
British Aerospace (Military Aircraft) Ltd. presented
experiences gathered in the procurement of the
EuroFighær IPSE and in the Eureka project Aims. As part
of the stralegy formulated in Aims to influence current
development work, he participated in both PCIS
workshops where he put forward aerospace requiremenfs.
He observed that PTI programmes are starting to add¡ess
real user needs, for instance environment evolurion. In the
aerospace industry there is a dehnite need for long ærm
support : the life time of producs is over forry years.

Jack Kramer of DARPA/SU gavd an overview of the
context and status of the Software Technology for
Adaptable Reliable Systems (STARS) programme. As
part of the programme, STARS will demonstrate three
inægrated Software Engineering Envi¡onments on three
real applications to investigate whether there is real
"profit" to be gained in using framework based
envi¡onments. Two of the three prime contractors, IBM
Federal Sysæms Division and Unisys Defense Systems,
have chosen to use PCTE as the basis for their
envi¡onments. The hird, Boeing (in alliance with DEC),
has preferred CIS ATIS.

Several of the speakers of this day participated in the
panel chaired by E. van Hoek, Director Defence and
Development of the Dutch MoD. During the lively
discussion the need for migration guides was raised. A
panel mernber suggested that envfuonment suppliers will
be more than willing to help tool builders to integrate
their tools in the suppliem'environment. It was suggested
to integrate tools in an evoluúonary way, sørting with a
loose integration. The PPG recognised the need for
integration guides. lilithin the TA-13 programme tool
integration is also investigaæd. Another important issue
discussed was the question as to what the major
impedimens for widespread FCTE take-up are. The panel
agreed tl¡at it r¡/as necessary fs PCTE to become a true

multi-vendor environment. One of the conference
participanc mentioned that their basic customer research

showed that, in general, non-technical issues were most
imporant ; it is especially necessary to show fhe cus¡ome¡
wha¡ the return on investment will be. Other issues raised

were PCTE as bundled software, availability of ECMA
PCTE implemenüations, need fa a European user group,
and certification mecbanisms fr PCTE.
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The Decision-Maker's Dry was concluded by a

management introduction !o PCTE given by lan Campbell
of Emeraude. This provided him the opportunity to use

the promotional slides produced by the PPG. He stressed

that the quality of softwa¡e can become a limiting factor,
since it nowadays plays a crucial role in business success.

Hence, software engineering must be treated as a

corporate resource, not just as a technique. The keystone
of softwa¡e engineering success is an Open Repository
based on Open Public Standards. PCTE is the only
candidaæ today.

DAY TWO. APPLICATION BUILDERS

On the Application Builder's Day, the second day of the
conference, several envi¡onment builders described how
they exænded the capabilities of PCTE to satisfy several
important user needs, e,g. crstomisibility and traceabilit¡'.
They also indicaæd the lessons learned on the usability of
PCTE. Furthermore, there were some rnore general talks
on CDIF, PCTE training, and comparing current
repository offerings.

Jean-Claude Derniame of the University of Nancy
described how the users' need to tailor softwâre
engineering environments is satisfied by ALF (Accueil de

Logiciel Futur - see [5] for more on ALF). Within the
ALF Esprit proþt an envi¡onmenf. framework has been
built on top of Emeraude's PCTE implementation. This
framework can be cuslomised using a MASP (Models for
Assisted Softwa¡e Processes) resulúng in an AlF-based
IPSE.

Customisibility is also a main focus r+'ithin the Eureka
East project described by Jean-Philippe Bourguignon of
SFGL (see [6] for more information on Fqsr). To achieve
this, process modelling services have been added to
PCTE. The East environment also incorporates facilities
to encapsulate tools. The development of the East
envi¡onment taught that PCTE enables the construction of
information systems dedicated to softwa¡e development.
The increasing complexity of softwa¡e development can

be mastered by enriching the information contained in the
system. This is made possible by the evolutionary
capabilities of the PCTE data model. To enable a user fo
enrich his system, the Schema Dehnition Sets need to be
published and some need to be sønda¡dised.
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menl described by Gérard
customisation, in this case by
ge. HyperWeb consists of an

integrating framewort and a set of inægraæd tools. The
HyperWeb technology is based on the observation that
software is not just code, but a complex "web. of all
kinds of informarion. HyperV[eb is builr on top of
Emeraude's PCTE implementation (see t7l for more
informatiqr on H¡penveb).

Edouard A
objects are
using fine
degradatio
problem has been solved by providing a generic
repository inrerface. The way a specific oUjecitype is
implemenred and cached is lef¡ to erpérts in tt¡e
corresponding domain. Efficiency can be obtained by
relying on the struc[¡¡ing concepts for that particular type.
According to Edoua¡d André, the Concerto a¡chitectural
model does nor conflicr wirh the PCTE Objecr
Management System. However, the pCfg
implernennûon has to add¡ess rhe problern of grain size.

Another approach to tackle this problem is the use of a
approach is used i¡ ToolBuilder, a
described by Paul Harris of Ipsys
repository technology, which is

central to their ToolBuilder technology, is pCTE
compliant

H.C. Rau of GPP described the EPOS @ngineering and
Project Management Oriented Specification)
envi¡onment. EPOS is an IPSE supporting development
as well as reverse engineering. It is a proven product
interfacing with many of.her rools. However, it has a
dedicated repository, dedicated user inrerface, and is
dependent s¡ ¡|¡s datq securitl'/integriry of the underlying
operaúng system. Within GPp a srraregic decision has
been taken to use
standa¡disation and use
Rau, PCTE offers a vari
of interest for sofnya¡e
repository, data security functions, and dau exchange
mechanisms. However, the question of semantical data
exchange between tools is still an open issue. He also
explained il is a risk for a'small business ro adopt a new
technology and invest the necessary ressources. The hrst
version of the PCTE port of EpOS will be builr on
Emeraude's PCTE+ protor.ype implementation. The
release to customers is expected at the end of 1992.
Several purchase options have already been placed.

Martin Kirby of SD-Scicon demonstrated how the main
user requiremenrs (aurhoriry, snbiliry, and reliabiliry) for
the EuroFighter Aircrafr IPSE could easily be met by
PCTE. To model aurhoriry enriries in the EFA IPSE,
PCTE users, user gÍoups and program groups can be used.

The stability requirements can be mer by placing
navigation restrictions and using stabilising and reference
links. To achieve reliability, tansactions can be rsed for
atomic updates. Program groups and usage modes can
realise non-falsifiable accolades. According to Martin
Kirby, the management cor¡ditions of the EFA IPSE map
directly to PCTE facilities. Using these faciliries makø
the tools independent of management conditions. A
pafiicipant at the conference surnrnarised the ke¡point of
Martin Kirby's case as follows : majø rser requirernens
can easily be met by tool providen by building tools on
top of PCTE ; therefore, procur€ment of an IPSE will not
øke as long as it took to procure the Eurofighær IPSE.

Mark RatclilTe of the University College of Yltales at
Aberystwytb described the contents of the FCTE course
given at his university. The emphasis of the course is on
gaining practical experience. During the cou¡se the TIPSE
(Teaching IPSE) built on top of PCTE is used. TIPSE
provides a fully integrated environment for teaching
softwa¡e engineering. TIPSE does not hide PCTE from its
user, [o emphasise the þneFrts PCTE gives.

Mike Imber of LBMS described the CASE Data
Interchange Format (CDIÐ sønda¡ds and their relation
to PCTE. The objective of CDIF is to facilitare movemenr
of information between CASE tools by providing a single
interchange format for use between CASE tools. This
requires definition of the meaning of information
t¡ansferred and of the transfer fonnal CDIF can be used
for the interchange of information between PCTE
databases or between a PCTE database and another
environment. The CDIF st¿ndards also provide a rneans fo
define standard SDSs to enable tool communication.
Using the CDIF standa¡ds for PCTE is an assessment of
the modelling capabilities underlying them. (See [8] for
further information on PCTE and CDIF).

A study comparing PCTE with other current
repository offerings was reported on by Jean Bérubé of
Orsand Ltd. The initial focus of this srudy was the
comparison of ISO and ANSI IRDS. However, in rhe
report it will be made clea¡ that t¡ere is more than those
two: IBM Repository Manager and PCTE have also been
included as additions in the study, in which the dara
concepts, architectures and modelling conventions of the
re vi e wed reposi tories were compared. S everal ambi guities
and confusions were identified and resolved.

After this inspiring, but heavity loaded Ororirnr.,
not all participants could enjoy the artractions of the
Hague ; in the evening a meeting between PCTE and CFI
(CAD Framework Initiative) was held. EuroCFI happened
to have a meeting in Eindhoræn in the same week PCTE
'91 was held. The purpose of the PCTE/CFI me€ring,
chaired by George Tatgé, \yas to see how both
communities could cooperate. The discussion centred
around the question whether PCIE can be used as the
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Régis Minot of Emeraude gave an introduction to
PCTE for tool buitders. He de;ribed a general approach
for designing and integra
daø schema must be disi
specified O integrate iS
associated with the daø for control integrarion. For this
con rol ìnægration several (non excl usivei ap,proaches can
be used : sÊructured design, objectorieited'design, andinter process synchronisation. Finally, to achieve
presentadon integration, the interactions'with the user
Tu:t F designed and relaæd wirh the operarions. When
designing a PCTE tool one has to consider whether rÌ¡e
tool will have to run in any PCTE based environment, orwill.run in a particula¡ environmenr or framework. This
choice influences the assumptions made about the
environment the tool will run ln and the use made of
l{tÍne SDSs. Régis Minot summarised rlre advanrages
PCIE offers a tool builder : solutions to data integrarîon
problems which orherwise would imply high develòþment
costs, simplified error recovery Uy meansãf ransaódons,
transparent distribution, concurrent access, a¡¡d access toforeig¡ systems and tools in a cont¡ollã and porraUle
way. The ffiormarrce of pCTE implemenørioni can be
close to the nalive operating system. Moreover, in the
current protot¡pe of pCTE+, the securiry faci[ries show
only a 10 % ove¡head. PCTE must be complunented by a

B.P. Bhat of Heuristix Systems told us rhat his company
had implemenred rhe OMS part of pCfe+. ihis
implementation forms one of the common service
modules of tleir Vulcan CASE environment providing an
integrated set of CASE func¡ions. Vultan haJan,

Hans Keus of lVestmount
development of the project
(PME). PME is builr as
contribution to PCTE+ asse
programme, and is an intera
functionalities for organisati
definition, planning, monioring
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some shortcomings
query language for
there is a need for

s-tandard public SDSs and tool migrarion guide-lines.
SDSs are a necessary (but not sufficient) means for easy
and zuccessful ool integration

ntioæd by
Savronik

IEPG TA.
13 programme : the development of the requirement
analysis tool STAR (Srructured Analysis of
Requirernens).

Gérard Boudier of Emeraude, on behalf of tbe pCTE+

assessment uced at the
end of the mary of allcontribu¡or conle¡ence
1,300 comments on the PCTE+ definirion have been
received,4OO respo ding ctrange
lists have been del ,e ðurrently
reviewed. About of rhe 40ó
responded !o, can be regarded as substantial. Examples of
are¿s where significant cornments have been raised are :.

the replication mechanism, transactions, consequences of
workst¿tion failures, and execution mechanisms. Some of
the comments on the PCTE+ specifications have already
been uken into account in the pCTE standard ECMA
r49.

Entreprise
t of Syseca.
aging and
It has been

created under the pressure of real life users. The IpSE
should supporr large projecs, enable integration, and be
open. Amaury Legait distinguished four technical
integration factors : data, presentation, and process
integration, and openness. Non technical integration
factors are often more important. and harder to meet.
Examples of these factors are : delays, industrial property
righs, and maintenance of rhe IpSE. (See t9l for rnore
information on Entreprise tr).

already several advantages : referentjal integrity, sharing
of sublibraries and sharing of source text Íüe made
explicir The performance of the PCTE based venion is
comparable with that of the file based version. The ported
envi¡onment will be used as development environment,
thereby exploring the facilities provided by pCTE. This
strategy offers an incrernenal approach o porting tools.

In the port of AdaNicg described by Nando Gallo of
Intecs Sistemi, a different approach was followed, that
also provides useful guidarrce in ool a¿lapøtion to PCTE.
Adal.fice offers a lool conrpliant with Hmd Version 1.3.
To port Adallice on to ICTE fou¡ different a¡chitectr¡res
were identified, varying from coa¡se grain (file is an
object) to flrne $ain. Based on th¡ee evaluation criæri4
openen dedness/integrability, efficiency, and portin g/-
implementation cost, the most suiøble architecture was
chosen. Major Hood entities (objects, operar.ions, etc.) are
implemented as OMS objecs and their relarions as OMS
relationships. This a¡chiæcrure allows a high degree of
openendedness, since the most relevant information is
described in the schema- Nevertheless, an acceprable level
of effïciency can be achieved through a proper n¡n-time
organisation. Moreover, the implementåtion cost and the
complexity of the design are acceptâble. Several PCTE
features have been proven to be particularly useful, for
instance nested transactions, and the SDS/TVorking
Schema mechanisms. Nando Gallo stared that AdaNice
has been successfully ported on to FCTE : it is fasr and
already integrated into the East IPSE. Doing the port
properly has been a major re-engineering effort, but
resulted in a cle¿n design
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